W e present a simple and eficient algorithm for the nearest smallers problem ( N S P , [l] [l] and are therefore less scalable than our algorithm.
Introduction

Motivation
The nearest smallers problem ( N S P ) is a fundamental problem and finds extensive applications in merging sorted lists, triangulation, binary tree reconstruction, parenthesis matching etc., [l] .
Based on their memory organization, parallel computing systems fall into two categories: Shared memory systems and distributed memory systems. Shared memory systems are relatively easy to program (due to a single address space) but less scalable than distributed memory systems. Configuring a distributed memory system to have a single address space results In the rest of this paper we will concentrate on finding the left match for every element of a given input sequence. Finding the right match can be done in a similar fashion.
The BDM model [2] is defined in terms of four parameters: number p of processors, maximum initial latency time T taken for a processor to receive the packet it requested from some other processor, time r taken to inject a word into or 
LA as the list of elements having left matches along with their left matches.
We assume the standard stack operations P u s h ( e , S ) , which pushes the element e onto a stack S , Top(S) which returns the topmost element of S , and Pop(S) which returns and removes the topmost element of S. 
Applications
Our BDM-based algorithm for the NSP gives BDMbased algorithms for the following problems, that are mapped onto the NSP in [l] :
1. Triangulating monotone polygons (a monotone polygon is one that can be split into two monotone polygonal chains such that the vertices of the chains are increasing (or decreasing) by the z-coordinate).
Reconstruction of binary trees from their
traversals (from inorder and preorder traversals).
Parentheses matching (find the level of nesting
for each parenthesis in a legal sequence of paranthesis, and also find for each parenthesis its left mate).
Conclusion
In this paper we presented a simple and efficient algorithm for the nearest smallers problem (NSP), which, to the best of our knowledge is the first of its kind for DSM systems. Since the NSP is fundamental in many problems, a solution for it on DSM systems implies DSM-based solutions for a variety of problems in diverse areas as discussed in this paper.
A. Appendix
Function BDPRECOMP(A, v) : (A').
Input: Given a sequence of ordered pairs < a1,datul >,< aa,data:! >,"',< 
